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TecNiq Inc. Announces New Porch/Deck Light 

The Newest in Accent Lights from TecNiq – Provide 
Decks/Porches and Pathways with High Function, 
High Style Lighting Option 
 

Galesburg, MI – December 23, 2020 – TecNiq Inc. is pleased to announce the release of their D17 Porch/Deck 
Accent Lights. The D17 features (6) white LEDs with an output of 540 lumens. Each light is designed to be surface 
mounted and is provided with pigtail connections. The D17 is a sealed light, utilizing TecSeal – TecNiq’s 
proprietary urethane potting material, for guaranteed circuit board protection.  

The ALL NEW D17 Accent Lights are built on the same foundation as all TecNiq Lights – superior engineering, 
sleek design, and an unwavering commitment to the highest quality product on the market. The D17’s are the perfect 
option for boats, RV’s, work trucks, trailers, delivery trucks, and more. Light up walk areas for safer movement, 
deliver visibility in dark areas, and provide long lasting performance. For more information on the D17, or any other 
industry leading LED solutions from TecNiq, visit www.TecNiqInc.com.  
 
TecNiq – Changing the Shape of Light 
 
 
TecNiq Inc. is an engineer owned & operated company with a strong commitment to excellence. We begin with a simple 
belief in offering the greatest value, the highest quality lighting solutions, and great customer care. We use the highest 
quality LEDs, materials, and offer market leading technologically advanced lighting solutions. From emergency response 
vehicles, fleet vehicles, construction trailers, boats, heavy or light duty equipment, you can expect your lights to work every 
time. Our goal is to exceed your product quality expectations. We feel so strongly about our commitment to quality, that we 
back every one of our products with a no-nonsense Lifetime Warranty.  

 
 

• This accent/porch light provides efficient options for boat decks, RV’s,  
and additional applications, where style and function are desired 

 
• Lamp features (6) high efficiency LEDs, providing 540 lumens of output 

 
• Sleek and stylish surface mount design 

 
• IP68 Rated – Guaranteed dust and water proof 

 
• Available in both Black & Stainless covers 

http://www.tecniqinc.com/

